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The high-resolution Fourier transform spectrum of the DO35Cl molecule was recorded and analyzed in the region of the two
lowest D–O overtone bands, 2ν1 and 3ν1. Because of the presence of strong resonance interactions, the influence of the (130)
state on the (200) state, and also that of the (221), (230) states on the (300) sate, was taken into account. Transitions belonging
to the 2ν1 and 3ν1 bands were assigned up toJmax.= 35 in both cases. The sets of spectroscopic parameters and resonance
coefficients obtained from the fit reproduce the “experimental” rovibrational energies of the (200) and (300) vibrational states
with accuracies close to experimental uncertainties.C© 2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this work we continue our study, Ref. (1), of the high-
resolution vibration–rotational spectra of the deuterated spe
of the HOCl molecule, which is of direct interest because
its important role in the balance of stratospheric ozone in p
regions (see, e.g., (2–4and references therein)). The subject
the present analysis is the two unstudied overtone bands o
D–O stretching vibration 2ν1 and 3ν1. Section 2 presents th
experimental conditions of our study. Model of the Hamilton
which was used in the theoretical analysis of experimental
is presented in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted t
analysis and discussion of the spectra of the 2ν1 and 3ν1 bands,
respectively.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The DOCl sample was prepared as described in Ref. (5) by
substituting D2O for H2O. The spectra were recorded at roo
temperature with a Bruker IFS 120HR Fourier-transform in
ferometer (Hefei, China), which is equipped with a path len
adjustable multipass gas cell. A CaF2 beam splitter, a Globa
source, and a liquid-nitrogen-cooled InSb detector were u
For the 2ν1 band, the mixed sample gas pressure and abs
tion path length were 840 Pa and 87 m, respectively. The
apodized resolution was 0.01 cm−1, and the Norton–Beer wea
apodization function was used in the Fourier transform. T
1 To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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line positions were calibrated with those of the H2O in the
HITRAN 96 database. The accuracy of the unblended lines
estimated to be 0.001 cm−1. For illustration, a part of the spec
trum is presented in Fig. 1. For the 3ν1 band, the unapodize
resolution was 0.015 cm−1 and the same apodization functio
as for the 2ν1 band was also adopted. The mixed sample
pressure 993 Pa and the absorption path length 69 m were
in the measurement. The line positions were calibrated w
those of the H2O in the GEISA 97 database. The accuracy of
unblended not very weak lines was estimated to be 0.002 cm−1.
An overview and a small portion of the spectra of the 3ν1 band
are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively.

3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Since the DOCl is a near prolate asymmetric top molec
with theCs type symmetry, all of its three vibrational coordina
are of theA′ type. So all the vibrational–rotational bands cont
absorption lines arising from transitions of two types,a andb.
However, as our further analysis will show, transitions of tha
type are considerably stronger than those of theb type in the 2ν1

and 3ν1 bands. In this work, we were able to assign transitio
of thea type in both bands.

To the contrary of the fundamental bandν1, Ref. (1), which
was exactly isolated from the other vibrational bands, b
the 2ν1, and, especially, 3ν1 bands show strongly perturbe
rotational structures. For this reason, we used a Hamilto
model which takes into account the resonance interaction
3
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FIG. 1. Portion of the R-branch of the 2ν1 first overtone band of the DOCl.
Two sets of transitions are shown. The D2O and HDO lines are indicated by the
dots and stars, respectively.

the analysis:

Heff. =
∑
v,v′
|v〉〈v′|H vv′ . [1]

Here the diagonal operatorsH vv are the usual Watson’s rota
tional operators in theA-reduction (6),

H vv = Ev +
[

Av − 1

2
(Bv + Cv)

]
J2

z +
1

2
(Bv + Cv)J2

+ 1

2
(Bv − Cv)J2

xy−1v
K J4

z −1v
J K J2

z J2

−1v
J J4− δvK

[
J2

z , J2
xy

]− 2δvJ J2J2
xy+ H v

K J6
z

FIG. 2. The overview spectrum of the 3ν1 second overtone band of the
DOCl.
Copyright C© 2001 by
FIG. 3. Small portion of theP-branch transitions in the 3ν1 second overtone
band of the DOCl.

+ H v
K J J4

z J2+ H v
J K J2

z J4+ H v
J J6

+ [J2
xy, h

v
K J4

z + hvJ K J2J2
z + hvJ J4

]
+ + · · · , [2]

and the off-diagonal operatorsH vv′ (v 6= v′) account for the res-
onance interactions. As we have mentioned, three vibratio
coordinates of DOCl molecule are transformed according to
totally symmetric irreducible representation of theCs group. As
a consequence, all resonance interaction blocks have the si
form and should be written as the sum of two terms:

H vv′ = H v′v′+ = H vv′
F. + H vv′

C. . [3]

Here H vv′
F. and H vv′

C. describe the resonance interactions of t
Fermi type and Coriolis type, respectively:

H vv′
F. = Fv′v

0 + Fvv′
K J2

z + Fvv′
J J2+ Fvv′

K K J4
z + · · ·

+ Fvv′
xy J2

xy+ Fvv′
xyK

[
J2

xy, J2
z

]
+

+ Fvv′
xyK K

[
J2

xy, J4
z

]
+ + · · · , [4]

H vv′
C. = Cvv′

y i Jy + Cvv′
yK

[
i Jy, J2

z

]
+ + Cvv′

y J i Jy J2+ · · ·
+Cvv′

xz [ Jx, Jz]+ + Cvv′
xzK

[
[ Jx, Jz]+, J2

z

]
+

+Cvv′
xz J[ Jx, Jz]+J2+ · · · . [5]

In Eqs. [2]–[5] the following notations are used:J2
xy = J2

x − J2
y

andJ2 =∑α J2
α .

It is necessary to explain here that why we may use theA-
reduction of the Hamiltonian [2] in spite of the fact that th
difference (B – C) is very small [(B – C) ∼ 0.02 cm−1]. The
answer is: As it follows the procedure of the construction of
effective Hamiltonian of an asymmetric top molecule, Ref.6)
Academic Press
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(see also Ref. (7), where the problem of reduction of an effe
ctive Hamiltonian was discussed for an arbitrary polyatom
molecule), the possibility of using theA-reduction depends no
only on the difference of the rotational constantsB andC, but
also on the values of the so-called parameters of ambiguitySpqr

(see Ref. (6) for details). When an absolute value of the ra
Spqr/(B – C) is small, there is no reason to reject the very efficie
Hamiltonian’s A-reduction even for a molecule with a sma
value of the difference (B – C). The DOCl molecule just satisfie
this condition. It can be understood, e.g., with the analysis
the quartic centrifugal distortion coefficients. As it follows wi
Eq. [51] of Ref. (6), only one (namely,δK ) of the five quartic
centrifugal distortion coefficients depends on theSpqr/(B – C).
It means thatδK (and/or related coefficientshK , etc.) can show
the anomalous behavior when theA-reduction is used. However
as one can see, e.g., from Table 2, the value ofδK is very small
in comparison with the values of the parametersA, B, C and
even the difference (B – C). In turn, theh-type coefficients are
small in comparison with the relatedδ-type ones. All the above
said allow one to make the conclusion that theA-reduction of
the effective Hamiltonian is correct for the theoretical study
the DOCl molecule.

4. ANALYSIS OF THE 2ν1 BAND

The recorded transitions were assigned using the ground
combination differences method, and the ground state rotati
energies were calculated on the basis of the parameters t
from Ref. (1). As a result of the analysis, we assigned 907 tr
sitions withJmax.= 35 andK max.

a = 6 to the 2ν1 band. The upper
rovibrational energies of the (200) state were found. They
presented in column 2 of Table 1. These upper energies w
determined as the mean values of some energies obtained
different transitions which reach the same upper state. Colum
of Table 1 presents the value1 which is the experimental un
certainty of the energy value, equal to one standard deviatio
units of 10−4 cm−1. The1 is not quoted when the energy wa
obtained from only one transition.

At the next step of analysis, energies from Table 1 were
ted with the Hamiltonian model of an isolated vibrational sta
Eq. [2]. It is interesting to mark that, if one omits all the e
ergies with the value ofKa = 6, the parameters presented
column 3 of Table 2 can be obtained from the fit and the i
tial values of energies can be reproduced with the accura
closed to experimental uncertainties. For comparison, ca
lated values of the rotational parameters and centrifugal
tortion coefficients, obtained from interpolation of the valu
of corresponding parameters of the (000) and (100) states f
Ref. (1), are presented in column 2 of Table 2. One can main
good correlations between the sets of parameters in colum
and those in column 2. This fact shows that the Hamilton
of an isolated vibrational state is physically suitable for the
scription of the rovibrational energy levels with the value
quantum numberKa ≤ 5. At the same time, if one uses th
Copyright C© 2001 b
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set of parameters from column 3 to predict the energies w
the valueKa = 6, then it will be found that all predicted en
ergiesE[ J,Ka=6,Kc] shift from corresponding experimental en
ergies with 0.0060–0.0080 cm−1. If one includes the energie
E[ J,Ka=6,Kc] in the fit procedure and uses the same numbe
fitted parameters as in the previous case, it can be seen
the results of the fit will be considerably worse. Therms de-
viation will be over 2 times larger. Even when six extra p
rameters are added into the fit procedure (see column 4
Table 2), the results will not be improved. This fact shows t
presence of strong resonance perturbation of the rovibratio
statesE[ J,Ka=6,Kc] .

To make a conclusion of such accidental perturbations,
made rough estimations of the rovibrational structures of d
ferent vibrational states which can be presented in the sp
tral region near 5250± 300 cm−1. The band centers were take
from (8), and the values of rotational parameters and centr
gal distortion coefficients were estimated on the basis of
values of corresponding parameters of the (000), (100), (0
Ref. (1), and (010), (001), Ref. (9) states. As a result, we
found that the mostly possible origin of the perturbations
the [J, Ka = 6, Kc] (200) states is their resonance interactio
with the states [J, Ka = 5, Kc] of the (130) vibrational state.
The values of parameters of the (130) state predicted from
culations are shown in column 6 of Table 2. Finally, the fit
all the energies from Table 1 with the Hamiltonian [1]–[5] lea
to the set of parameters which are presented in column 5 of
ble 2. Two interacting states were taken into account in the
The center of theν1+ 3ν2 band and one of the Coriolis-type
interaction parameters were also fitted. The value of the inte
tion parameterCyK was found to be−0.4759(507)×10−3 cm−1.
The band center ofν1+ 3ν2 is presented in column 6 of Table 2
It should be mentioned that this value, 5327.45(143) cm−1, cor-
relates very well with the result of theab initioprediction, 5324.6
cm−1, in Ref. (8).

5. THE 3ν1 BAND

The 3ν1 band is located in the shorter wavelength r
gion 7670–7770 cm−1, and, in accordance with theab initio
prediction, Ref. (8), it is about 30 times weaker than the 2ν1

band. Fortunately, contrary to the 2ν1 band, which is cov-
ered by the stronger bandsν1+ ν3 (band center 5373.9026
cm−1) and 2ν1(5291.7226 cm−1) of the D2O, Ref. (10), and
2ν1(5364.3 cm−1) of the HDO, Ref. (11), the 3ν1 band of the
DOCl is located far enough from the absorption bands of the c
taminants, either D2O, or HDO (see Fig. 2). So, although the 3ν1

band is extremely weak, we were able to assign its 453 tra
tions with Jmax. = 35 andK max.

a = 5. The obtained upper rovi-
brational energies of the (300) state are presented in column
Table 3.

Theoretical analysis of the rotational structure of the (30
vibrational state was started with theE[ J,Ka=0,Kc=J] set of lev-
els. The Hamiltonian of an isolated vibrational state, Eq. [2], w
y Academic Press
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TABLE 1
Experimental Rovibrational Energy Values for the (200) Vibrational States of the DOCI Molecule (in cm−1)a

a In this table,1 is the experimental uncertainty of the energy value, equal to one standard deviation in units of 10−4 cm−1; δ is the
differenceEexp.− Ecalc., also in units of 10−4 cm−1; 1 is not quoted when the energy value was obtained from only one transition.
Copyright C© 2001 by Academic Press
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TABLE 1—Continued
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used in the fit. The initial values of the rotational and centri
gal distortion parameters were predicted on the basis of a li
interpolation of corresponding parameters of the (000) and (1
states from Ref. (1) and of the (200) state from column 5 o
Table 2 of the present contribution. They are presented
column 2 of Table 4. As the result of the fit, 31 energ
E[ J,Ka=0,Kc=J] with Jmax. = 34 were reproduced by the thre
fitted parameters,E, C, and1J , with the accuracies close t
experimental uncertainties. The further analysis showed
for the sets of energiesE[ J,Ka=1,Kc=J] , E[ J,Ka=1,Kc=J−1], and
E[ J,Ka=2,Kc=J−1] (in all, 122 levels withJmax. = 35),

(1) they are predicted satisfactorily by the parameters
tained from the fit of theE[ J,Ka=0,Kc=J] energies;
Copyright C© 2001 b
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(2) they can be fitted and reproduced with the accu
cies only a little bit worse than the experimental uncerta
ties by the seven parametersE, A, B, C, 1J K , 1J , and
δJ of the Hamiltonian model of an isolated vibrational stat
The parameters obtained from fit are presented in colum
of Table 4. From that column, one can see that these
rameters are close to the predicted values from column 2
Table 4.

Contrary to the situation mentioned above, a prediction
the energy valuesE[ J,Ka=3,Kc] and E[ J,Ka=4,Kc] leads to unex-
pectedly large values of differences1 = Epredict.− Eexp., where
Epredict. are the energy values calculated with the parameter
column 3 of Table 4, andEexp. are the “experimental” energies
y Academic Press
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TABLE 2
Spectroscopic Parameters of the (200) and (130) Vibrational States of the DOCl Molecule (in cm−1)a

a Values in parentheses are the 1σ statistical confidence intervals.
b Parameters obtained from the fit with the omitted states [J, Ka = 6, Kc]. The Hamiltonian model of an isolated vibrational state w

used.
c Parameters obtained from the fit of all energies from Table 1. The Hamiltonian model of an isolated vibrational state was u
d Parameters obtained from the final fit of all energies from Table 1. The Hamiltonian, Eqs. [1]–[5], which takes into account re

interactions, was used.
e From Ref. (8).
f Obtained from the final fit (see text, for details).
g Fixed to the value of corresponding parameter of the ground vibrational state.
u

p

00),
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g
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from Table 3. In order to illustrate this, Fig. 4 shows the plots
dependency of the1-differences on the quantum numberJ for
sets of energiesE[ J,Ka=3,Kc] (plot I) andE[ J,Ka=4,Kc] (plot II). The
plots apparently show the presence of strong perturbation of
of the states [J, Ka = 3, Kc] and, especially, [J, Ka = 4, Kc].
An attempt to fit the energiesE[ J,Ka=3,Kc] and E[ J,Ka=4,Kc] to-
gether with the other energies in the framework of the mo
of an isolated vibrational state leads to large change of thA
and1K parameters. So one can expect that the resonance i
action will be the Fermi-type one, and rovibrational states w
equal values of the quantum numberKa will have the strongest
interaction.

Concerning a band the rovibrational states of which wo
satisfy the conditions mentioned above, we made rough e
mations of rovibrational structures of vibrational states tho
may be located closed to the 3ν1 band. The initial vibrational
parametersωλ, xλµ, yλµν which are necessary for such roug
estimates of the band centers were first calculated from th
of band centers from the longer wavelength region. The ro
tional parameters and centrifugal quartic and sextic parame
of different vibrational states were estimated from the inter
Copyright C© 2001 b
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lations of corresponding parameters of the states (000), (1
(010), (020), (200), and (001) from Refs. (1, 8) and Section 3
of the present paper. As the result, we found that the m
suitable vibrational state is the (221) one. The predicted
ues of the parameters of this state are shown in column
Table 4.

Then all the levels mentioned above were fitted in the fra
work of the Hamiltonian model, Eq. [1]–[5], which took into a
count the Fermi-type resonance interactions between the s
(300) and (221). As the result, we determined the set of seve
ted parameters which reproduced the initial energy values
the accuracies close to experimental uncertainties. The par
ters obtained from this fit are shown in columns 4 and 5 of Tab
and column 2 of Table 5 together with their 1σ statistical con-
fidence intervals. It is interesting that the value 7701.120 c−1

(see column 5 of Table 4) of the band center of 2ν1+ 2ν2+ ν3

is very closed to the corresponding value 7704.9 cm−1 predicted
from rough calculations discussed above.

The next step of the study was the analysis of the si
tion with the E[ J,Ka=2,Kc=J−2] energy levels. It is interestin
that both the model which takes into account the interact
y Academic Press
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between the states (300) and (221) and, moreover, the m
of an isolated vibrational state do not give possibility to p
dict the values of theE[ J,Ka=2,Kc=J−2] energies with a sat-
isfactory accuracy. As an illustration, the curve III in Fig.
shows the difference1 = Epredict.− Eexp. against the value of
quantum numberJ. HereEpredict. are the energy values of th
E[ J,Ka=2,Kc=J−2] calculated with the parameters from columns
ne
TABLE 3
Experimental Rovibrational Term Values for the (300) Vibrational States of the DOCl Molecule (in cm−1)a

a In this table,1 is the experimental uncertainty of the energy value, equal to one standard deviation in units of 10−3 cm−1; δ
is the differenceEexp. − Ecalc., also in units of 10−3 cm−1; 1 is not quoted when the energy value was obtained from only o
transition.
Copyright C© 2001 by
del
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and 5 of Table 4 and of column 2 of Table 5. It should be
ticed that even adding eight or nine extra parameters into
fit procedure will not improve the results in comparison w
the model discussed above (see columns 4, 5 of Table 4
column 2 of Table 5). This shows the presence of at least
additional vibrational state which strongly perturbs the (3
one.
Academic Press
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TABLE 3—Contiuned

TABLE 4
Spectroscopic Parameters of the (300), (221), and (230) Vibrational States of the DOCl Molecule (in cm−1)a

a Values in parentheses are the 1σ statistical confidence intervals.
Copyright C© 2001 by Academic Press
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FIG. 4. Dependences of the1-differences against the quantum numberJ.
The real values of1-differences are marked by dots, squares, and triang
for 1 = Eexp.

[ J,Ka=3,Kc] − Ecalc.
[ J,Ka=3,Kc] , 1 = Eexp.

[ J,Ka=4,Kc] − Ecalc.
[ J,Ka=4,Kc] , and

1 = Eexp.
[ J,Ka=2,Kc=J−2] − Ecalc.

[ J,Ka=2,Kc=J−2], respectively. See text for details.

To make the picture of this resonance interaction clea
the following preliminary consideration is important. I
principle, the set of the states [J, Ka = 2, Kc = J − 2] can
be perturbed by any from corresponding sets [J, K ′a = k, K ′c]
(k is fixed) belonging to some other vibrational state. Ho
ever, since the [J, Ka = 2, Kc = J − 1] (300) states are no
perturbed, they cannot be [J, K ′a ≥ 1, K ′c] states. Because

TABLE 5
Some Resonance Interaction Parameters

for the DOCl Molecule (in cm−1)a

a Values in parentheses are the 1σ statistical confidence intervals.
Copyright C© 2001 b
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[ J, K ′a ≥ 1, K ′c] states would perturb with the analogou
manner not only the [J, Ka = 2, Kc = J − 2] (300), but also
the [J, Ka = 2, Kc = J − 1] (300) rovibrational states. In this
case, an improvement of the situation with the [J, Ka = 2, Kc =
J − 2] (300) states will be accompanied by getting worse w
the [J, Ka = 2, Kc = J − 1] (300) states. As the result, onl
the [J, K ′a = 0, K ′c = J] (v1v2v3) rovibrational states of an
additional vibrational state (v1v2v3) may be a possible origin of
perturbations of the [J, Ka = 2, Kc = J − 2] (300) states.

As the rough calculations of the band centers discus
above showed, the (230) band may be considered as a
brational state which strongly perturbs the [J, Ka = 2, Kc =
J − 2] (300) states. Finally, the [J, Ka = 5, Kc = J − 5] (300)
states were also added, and the fit of all “experimental” en
gies of the (300) state was made with the Hamiltonian [1]–[
which took into account three interacting vibrational states
total of 222 energies were fitted with the 16 parameters. T
are presented in columns 6, 7, and 8 of Table 4 and column
Table 5.

We believe that the sets of parameters determined in
present study from the fit of experimental data are physica
meaningful because

(1) they reproduce the initial experimental data with the a
curacies closed to experimental uncertainties (see columns
Tables 1 and 3);

(2) the sets of spectroscopic parameters of the (200) and (
vibrational states determined from the fit are well correlated w
the sets of corresponding parameters of the relative states (
and (100) from Ref. (1).
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